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Abstract

Digital and networked technologies infiltrate all aspects of our lives, and thus also how we are consuming and providing knowledge. In particular, digital learning platforms connect the real with the digital place for learning and teaching. They allow for an innovative combination of different learning concepts and learning structures through the consistent use of the possibilities of digitalization. Furthermore, digital learning platforms democratize education because they ensure equal access by heterogeneous user groups through interaction, communication, and sharing of knowledge. Our paper investigates which factors affect the successful use of such platforms for both knowledge consumers and knowledge providers. In particular, we examine the motivations of learners and teachers based on a literature review and an empirical study (N=486). If all participants are taken into consideration, there are various supporting factors but also obstacles to the successful implementation of digital learning platforms. The main goal behind our approach is to understand and describe what contributes to a successful participation in such platforms. As a next step, these success factors might be translated into a set of requirements for a digital learning platform.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, teachers meet learners in classrooms who use modern technologies for both learning and leisure activities [1]. Young learners in the higher education area expect social, mobile, user-friendly, instantly, and entertaining knowledge acquisition concepts to achieve an education degree in an effective and efficient way. The border between learning and private use of technologies becomes blurred. Traditional pedagogical methods and concepts where school, university or training are the only place for teaching and learning are no longer applicable. Information Technology (IT), especially the modern digital and networked technologies in the digital age [2], has the potential to transform education itself, the education market with the institutions, commercial providers and the regulations, and, last but not least, the didactical respectively pedagogical concepts [3].

Educational Technology (EdTech) is a wide field with many different perspectives [4]. The definition of EdTech “has evolved over the years as a variation of ways of dealing with learning processes ..., a conceptual framework ..., theory and practice ..., and the latest study and ethical practices of dealing with technological processes and resources” [5]. According to the current definition of the Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT), EdTech could be described as “a study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating, using and managing appropriate technological processes and resources” [6]. Our research on digital learning platforms (DLPs) is oriented towards this perspective in combination with a basic understanding of the digital platform concept, after which educational technology also contains elements of digital technology.

In the next sections we will introduce some related definitions and give an overview of the general determinants of a DLP. Then, we will focus on the analysis of the learning process and on specific motivation factors according to the self-determination theory. An empirical study that was conducted to gather information about how different participants in digital learning technologies perceive DLP’s defining characteristics and the factors that contribute to their success is also presented, together with our findings.
2 DIGITAL LEARNING PLATFORM SETTINGS

2.1 Definitions

The educational sciences consider the interaction of technology and pedagogy under the heading of media pedagogy [7] or, more specifically, media didactics [8]. This area is an interdisciplinary research field that involves all forms of learning and teaching with the use of analog (e.g. books) and digital media (e.g. videos) technologies [9]. Currently, media didactics is focusing on e-learning. A general definition with a broad acceptance describes e-learning as an umbrella for a variety of digital (multi media) technologies used for teaching and learning to support the process of knowledge transfer with the possibility for interaction and collaboration [8].

E-learning is an expression of a special EdTech perspective [10] that combines concepts, thereby supporting digital technologies for processes and structures with the goal to improve the learning effort. It could substitute the traditional place and time logic of learning and teaching through the use of the Internet. In the case of higher education, the traditional forms of learning and teaching can be innovated by a variety of different EdTech approaches ranging from an educational curriculum outside the classroom to a course, program, or degree completely delivered online. The concrete combination of education and technology is determined by four key features [11] that focus on the specific nature of the technology that is provided [12]:

1) Interaction: The possibility to interact with each other.
2) Multi media: Using of different data formats and their processing for learning and teaching.
3) Multi codality: The existence of different symbol systems in a medium.
4) Multi modality: The parallel use of different sensory channels to transmit information.

Nowadays e-learning became a synonym of many modern forms of learning and teaching by using technology for different concepts, for example online learning or blended learning as a mixed form of online and offline learning. All have the Internet (former WWW or web) as a new form of learning environment in common [13]. Therefore, e-learning could be used as an equivalent to the term digital learning and teaching (see Section 4 for more).

Currently, EdTech and also e-learning are increasingly influenced by the business-oriented view of the platform economy [14]. The idea of a digital platform is based on the construct of multi-sided platforms (MSPs) [15] following the economic principle of two- or multi-sided markets [16, 17]. Afterwards, MSP is any kind of informational intermediary “which gets two or more sides on board and enable interactions between them” [15]. Hagiu and Wright [15] distinguish two key factors describing the specifics of an MSP:

(i) “They enable direct interactions between two or more distinct sides.”
(ii) “[E]ach side is affiliated with the platform.”

In the educational context there are a lot of different MSPs or (digital) learning platforms (DLP) [18]. The best known and most popular DLPs are education platforms like Coursera or EdX that provide a variety of complete online courses for several thousands of participants at a global scale [19]. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are already offered by universities worldwide in addition to their regular study programs or as an alternative to certain programs. A MOOC is an “online course aimed at large-scale interactive participation and open access via the web … and provides interactive user forums that help build a community for the students, professors, and Teaching Assistants” [20]. The education platform provides access to the different courses and offers additional services for affiliating with the platform. By contrast, Learning Management Systems (LMSs) like Moodle are almost always described as digital platforms. LMSs are activity-based and content-oriented and give only a closed group of participants’ access to the platform. They are more a complex standard software application family that supports the whole educational content management lifecycle from delivery to administration of course materials in combination with different interaction effects for engaging both learners and teachers [21], but only for a specific university, education institution, or organisation.

2.2 Determinants of a DLP

Each concept of a DLP could include the four key factors for e-learning in combination with the opportunities of MSPs. Consequently, a DLP is at first a learning environment that connects teachers
and learners (two-sided) so that they can interact with each other. Often, DLPs have more than only two participants. For example, they could include educational institutions or a specific service provider for educational technology (multi-sided) [22] (see Fig. 1).

The purpose of a DLP is to provide specific learning and teaching material, more general digital learning and teaching content. This is used as a specific learning and/or teaching concept in combination with technology tools that support the entire or parts of the learning process (see Section 3 for more). The content could be structured as a learning object [23] in the sense of a reusable digital resource facilitating the process [24]. According to the factors of e-learning, learning objects are multi media usable (independable use from a device or an IT infrastructure component) and offer the possibility for a multi codal structure combined with a multi sensual perception. They can be composed of different learning objects (assembled). The facilitating technology of a DLP itself delivers the conceptual conditions that each side could be affiliated to within the platform, such as usability or search functions.

With the focus on communication, interaction, and collaboration between the different participants and groups of a learning environment, DLPs should contain a cultural dimension and a differentiation of a communication and interaction degree [25]. Especially the cultural aspect of learner and teacher groups has a strong influence on the concrete use and acceptance of a learning environment. Regionally limited offers for homogeneous participant groups have different characteristics compared to offers directed at global learning groups determined by factors like social and individual backgrounds [25]. This affects the design of the learning objects for course material or the instructional approaches. In contrast, the communication form considers the differences in the participants’ belonging to a group, their active participation, and the associated identification and attachment to these groups. Temporary groups are shaped by the current interest in a topic, while permanent groups already have a connection to the group with common values and beliefs [25]. The interaction mode determines the place for teaching and learning from face-to-face into a classroom to solely online interaction and it focuses on the degree of technology use for the learning environment.

In combination with the conceptual perspective of EdTech understanding, which joint several pedagogical strategies with available technologies [10], DLPs could have further possible dimensions. One dimension addresses the different forms of content use depending on the degree of activity possible for the participants. Therefore, content can be used only for consumption with a low degree of activity or influence through the participant like web-based training for example. In contrast, content could be activity oriented like the use of an intelligent tutoring system [10]. Similarly to the interaction mode, the dimension of computer-mediated communication considers the way in which technology supports learning and teaching. This ranges from wikis for learners or LMSs to the use of specific communication tools such as instants messaging, blogs or videoconferencing. In addition, DLPs should consider the different forms of teaching and learning. This covers the simplest form of teaching - the factual knowledge transfer, where the learner only memorizes the content. The coaching, where the learner needs a high level of social responsibility [10, 26], is the most difficult form of teaching. The last dimension focuses on the interaction types defined by the categories of relationship between the different groups [27, 28] of a DLP, here formally learners and teachers.

Fig. 2 shows the determinants of a DLP in the form of a morphological box. This box presents the summary of all dimensions described above. A specific combination of them could shape the design of a DLP.


3 LEARNING PROCESSES AND MOTIVATION

For the purpose of determining the success factors of DLPs, the entire learning process must be regarded against the background of the conceptual framework introduced above. It is straightforward that an evaluation can not only refer to the actual learning phase but also has to consider preparatory and follow-up activities. These phases for the implementation of DLP-based learning processes are filled in by different participants who have different goals and, thus, different motivations.

3.1 Learning process lifecycle

A distinction should be made between the lifecycle of DLP-based courses and the digital content [29]. The lifecycle of entire courses is initially characterised by the definition of learning objectives and a curriculum. These are defined by institutions, which set the framework for teaching. The content view at the course level is determined by the creation, search, and combination of learning objects. These tasks often fall to the teacher, but can also be completed by other persons or companies. The direct reference to a DLP then takes place through the configuration of the course with the subsequent phases of teaching and assessment. The lifecycle of digital learning content shapes the details of the course’s lifecycle. This includes additional activities such as rights management and billing processes.

Gustun and Budaragin summarize the course lifecycle under the phases’ concept development, courseware development, and implementation and use [30]. An important partial phase is also mentioned at the end of the lifecycle: the course is evaluated and revisions or adjustments to the concept or content are initiated. This final assessment of success can also be supported by formal evaluation procedures, e.g. within the framework of quality assurance activities such as student surveys. If these assessments are formalised, they may have an influence not only on future courses but also on new concepts for other courses (e.g. when searching for learning objects).

3.2 Participants in DLP-based learning processes

The obvious main participants and not only in the digital learning process are learners and teachers. Depending on the phase of the learning process they take on different tasks and roles.

- Zhu, Sun, and Riezebos describe the tasks of the teacher as instructional design, which includes the definition of learning goals, the configuration of a learning environment, and the provision of rules and support [22]. The focus should be on the learner (user-centred), personalized learning should be possible, and collaboration should be supported. In addition, there are tasks to facilitate learning and technical support for learners.

- The learner must be aware of his or her preferences and develop his or her individual learning process. Cooperation in the learning process not only increases learning success, but also prepares the learner for future working relationships. Therefore, the ability to use technology efficiently must be available.
In addition, and according to [22], the requirements regarding the two participants are supplemented by a technical viewpoint that makes connecting, ubiquitous, and personalized functions possible in the first place. In addition to face-to-face communication, asynchronous or remote synchronous communication is also supported, there is unhindered access to teaching materials, and the personal preferences of learning can be taken into account. These “roles” of the technology are realized by different applications, which are also offered integrated on DLPs.

3.3 Motivation Factors

A DLP can be successful if people are motivated to use it. Therefore, we can look at self-determination theory [31]. It is concerned with factors that stimulate certain behaviours and, thus, can give insights into why learners and teachers interact on DLPs. Deci and Ryan distinguish in [31] mainly between two types of motivation - reasons that give rise to an action: extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is driven by an interest in the task itself or enjoying helping others, that exists in the individual without relying on external pressure or reward. Extrinsic motivation focuses on goal-driven reasons like monetary rewards or career advancement.

The complexity of the successful implementation of learning processes is not only determined by the variety of tasks and roles, but also by the very different backgrounds of those involved in the process. In the first phases of using DLPs, it depends on the scope and diversity of the teaching material that is used. This commitment of the teachers, however, is determined by very personal factors such as attitude (my own assessment of the use of learning objects), subjective norm (what others expect from me) and self-efficacy (belief in my own ability to deal with learning objects) [32, 33]. For learners, too, additional factors have an impact on learning success: These include, for example, the learning environment, one's own (learned) learning behaviour or social influences [34]. Just as from the teacher's point of view, psychologically relevant motivational factors such as attitude and expectations regarding one's own learning success can be found among the learners [35].

Matschke and co-authors [36] take a general look on collaborative learning and investigate motivational factors for information exchange in social spaces. Internal motivation, gain of prestige, quality and quantity of the content, and procedural fairness were found as strongest factors motivating participation in a system. Time and effort requirements for contributions as well as fear of personal feedback are the strongest factors that might hinder contributions.

Chen and Jang [37] investigated motivation in online learning environments taking the self-determination theory into account. Learners may have internal reasons such as interest, joy, or self-fulfilment. External reasons could be fear of being outdated, coerced by teachers, or pressured by examinations.

Tour [38] investigated self-initiated personal learning networks of teachers. Such networks, e. g., initiated on Twitter, can be used to share ideas about teaching, learning and classroom management, find relevant materials, and to obtain feedback and emotional support from other teachers. Teachers are motivated to improve themselves and to extend their knowledge related to teaching with digital technologies.

Looking at the platforms themselves, the primary factors of adoption are perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use [39, 40]. Tsai and Bagozzi [41] argue that a we-intension and the feeling of belongingness to the platform lead to higher contribution rates.

4 RESEARCH SURVEY FOR IDENTIFYING SUCCESS FACTORS

4.1 Methodology

It is essential to understand the factors that affect adoption both at the individual level as well as at the environmental/organizational level before implementing a DLP [40]. If these factors are understood, it is easier to successfully implement and use such systems in practice. In order to identify success factors, we conducted a survey.

The main goal of the survey is twofold. On the one hand, there are different perceptions of what constitutes digital learning and teaching. Thus, it is important to know and to analyse how the users of educational technologies define what digital learning and teaching is, at least in the settings of a specific university. On the other hand, the survey seeks to explore participants’ subjective opinions
about which factors make educational technologies successful. Which success factors affect their motivation to use these technologies and in which degree?

The questionnaire was developed after considering the morphological box presented in Section 2.2 and the related literature. It consisted of five questions regarding what comprises e-learning, what makes it successful and the role of the survey participant in e-learning (learner, teacher, administrative, other). The invitation to participate was sent to all students and faculty members of the Berlin School of Economics and Law. The students attend lectures directly in the classroom or partly via distance learning. The LMS Moodle is widely used for supporting the lectures. Teachers use the system to provide slides and additional teaching material for the learners.

Data was collected over two weeks in December 2018. A total of 486 responses were received. Almost ten times more learners than teachers participated in the survey: 450 (92.6%) vs. 46 (9.5%), respectively. Some participants chose more than one user category. This might be the case of those using educational technologies not only for teaching but also for learning in other contexts, for example, 16 people (3.3%) belong to the e-learning service and support user category. No other role was mentioned by the participants.

4.2 Results and discussion

First, respondents were presented with 19 propositions of what can be considered when defining digital learning and teaching. The idea behind is to tackle different dimensions and determinants of a DLP (see Section 2.2) from the respondents’ point of view. They had to evaluate their level of agreement with each proposition by selecting an option from a five-point Likert rating scale ranging from “Not suitable at all” (out of scope) over “Somewhat suitable” or “Relatively suitable” (potential, possible) to “Very suitable” or “Totally suitable” (imperative, mandatory). The option “I don't know” was also available. Fig. 3 shows the top 10 propositions according to what respondents consider it should be imperative or mandatory.

Figure 3. Top 10 defining characteristics of digital learning and teaching.

The top three defining characteristics of digital learning and teaching, i.e., what respondents consider to be mandatory or imperative for such a technology, are: easy access to (81.3%), individual (74.7%), and flexible consumption of (71.6%) knowledge, in this order. The next defining characteristics in ranking are sharing knowledge, use of collective knowledge, and fast search of relevant content, with more than two-thirds of responses collected for each of them. Compared to the morphological box depicted in Fig. 2, we can recognize the determinants of DLPs in the answers shown in Fig. 3. Some of them are even consistent with findings from other works [36, 39, 40].

The least agreed upon defining characteristics are, in decreasing order: knowledge contest or competition (11.1%), content recommendation (9.9%), and receiving feedback (9.9%). All in all: interaction with others, like in usual social networks, might not characterize an educational technology for learning and teaching, according to the participants. This would be consistent with the top three characteristics mentioned above. Learning is perceived as a very individual activity (notice that the big majority of respondents are learners). In other words, learners might find no motivation to use educational technologies when the intention is to interact with others online. The next least important
defining characteristic (fourth least in ranking) reinforces these thoughts: there is almost no interest in creating communities on a given topic. Because most of the students that answered the questionnaire are attending classroom lectures, they meet their fellow students daily face-to-face. An additional online interaction might therefore be not necessary.

Examples of other defining characteristics suggested by respondents in the optional, open-ended question are an adequate mastery of digital skills by the teachers (this characteristic was mentioned several times), the practical relevance of the content, a necessary combination with face-to-face teaching, and gamification activities that encourage participation.

Further, respondents were presented with 17 factors that could make educational technologies successful. This time, respondents were confronted with different motivation factors (see Section 3.3). They had to evaluate their level of agreement with each success factor again by selecting an option from a five-point Likert rating scale ranging from “Not important at all” (out of scope) over “Somehow important” or “Relatively important” (potential, possible) to “Very important” or “Extremely important” (imperative, mandatory). The option “I don’t know” was also available. Fig. 4 shows the results that were obtained for the top 10 success factors. Again, the scores for imperative or mandatory factors are considered.

Additionally, survey participants could mention other success factors not contained on the list that was presented in an open-ended answer. A total of 99 suggestions were received: 83 from learners, 10 from teachers, and 6 from people that teach and also learn using educational technologies (they are probably teachers in the first place). Finally, participants could also provide feedback on digital learning and teaching technologies. A total of 42 suggestions, including literature sources, were collected this way.

Regarding the success factors of digital learning and teaching technologies, participants to the survey consider that the most important factors are the content being always available (89.3%), of high quality (87.7%), and easy to use (86.2%), in this order. This could mean that the most important factors comprise the technology as a place to store meaningful information and to use it easily (which is consistent with the findings in [39, 40]. For teachers, however, the quality of the information that is provided plays the most important role in the success of the technology. This is of secondary importance for learners (or people that use the technology for learning). Quality of content was already a motivation factor found by [36].

The next important factors that make digital learning and teaching successful, according to the participants, sum up to a free (77.8%), safe (76.7%), multi-purpose (72%), and multi-user (66.5%) technology. Teachers or people that use the technology for teaching, when analysed separately, add a new success factor this time. They also consider the factor “It encourages interactions between learners,” as being important to the success of an educational technology; however, for learners, this is the fourth least important factor (66.7% for teachers vs. 51.9% for learners).

Success factors that are not important at all to the participants (they are out of scope) are: better grades (8%), the institution’s reputation (8%), and the teacher’s reputation (7.2%), in decreasing order. When analysed separately, teachers invert the order of the least important success factors, add a new
one, and assign much higher percentages to them than learners do. Teachers think that the reputation of the institution (25%), followed by the reputation of the teacher (16.7%), are the least important factors contributing to the success of an educational technology. Furthermore, interactions between teachers (12.5%) and better grades (12.5%) are not important to them. This is not in line with previous research where examination pressures [37] or gain of prestige [36] were found as relevant factors. Moreover, interactions between teachers are not favoured, contrary to the findings in [38].

5 CONCLUSIONS

Against the background of the considerations on the complexity of DLPs and previous studies on the motivation of participants, the presented study shows that the expectation of successful learning environments strongly depends on the participants’ personal, social, and institutional backgrounds, among other aspects. Some factors, such as the interaction between the learners or the reputation of a teacher, lose their importance because the study model already requires physical presence or there is no choice regarding the teacher. It is also important to know what kind of technology digital learners possess and use for learning in order to customize and design appropriate digital tools for them [42]. We can think of the best educational technology with the best intentions, but if it cannot be used in practical settings, then we would never reach our goals as expected.

The design of a DLP should then consider not only the factors that might make it successful but also the inhibiting factors in terms of using it. Especially, the success factors analysed in this paper could be thought of as a starting point or initial approach for the conceptualisation of a successful, human-centred DLP. Our results show that there is no one-size-fits-all approach, but, in order to be successful, a DLP has to be developed individually based on the participants’ backgrounds, needs, and behaviour.
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